Black Pro Leveler folding ladder
✓ Professional use
For intensive, professional use
Telescopic adjustments, ideal for uneven surfaces
Stable due to flared beams
Dirt-resistant coating

Black Pro Leveler. Telescopic folding ladder for the professional
The Black Pro Leveler is a telescopic folding ladder. The top quality black coating is attractive as well as dirt-resistant. You can
use the folding ladder in A-position or in the ladder position. The ladder can be adjusted telescopically, so that you can use it
easily on an uneven floor, e.g. in a stairwell. Furthermore, the fixed wheels allow you to easily move the folding ladder. Tackle
any professional task with the Black Pro Leveler.
The horizontal standing surface with anti-slip profile provides comfort. With the flared beams, you are always safe and stable.
The self-blocking hinge locks the ladder into any position. Guaranteed safety!

Adjustable feet
Each foot can be adjusted independently. Up to 25cm. The ladder is therefore perfect for use in a
stairwell.

Multifunctional and telescopic
The Black Pro Leveler can easily be changed to another position. Also ideal on uneven floors due to
the telescopic mechanism.

Stable and secure
Flared beams mean you are always sturdy and stable. No matter which position you use.

Compact and easy to store
When folded, the ladder takes up very little room. It will fit into any van. You can also transport it
easily due to the supple wheels.

Multiple positions, different heights
Position the folding ladder in the desired position so that you can reach the height you need to
complete your job.

Product specifications

Item number

Rungs

storage length (m)

extended length (m)

max working height general (m)

weight (kg)

stabiliser

EAN

503934

4x4

1,40

4,50

5,54

15,20

No

8711563243729

503935

4x5

1,69

5,69

6,73

18,80

No

8711563243736

503936

4x6

1,99

6,91

7,68

23,60

No

8711563243743

